
Rent flat 1+kk, 35 m2 - Nekvasilova, Praha 8
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«Home Real Estate»  offers to rent a 1+kk flat with the full area of 35 m², situated in a popular and actively
developing location Prague 8 - Karlin. Stylish, fully furnished apartment is situated on the 5th floor of new
building. Sunny living room includes kitchen unit equipped with all necessary electronic devices and furniture
(corner sofa, TV, TV table, dinner table and chairs). Bathroom is equipped with bath, sink, washing machine
and toilet. Flat also includes balcony (4 m2). There is elevator in the building. The flat is located in a very
frequented part of Prague. All public amenities are within walking distance. You will find a lot of restaurants,
supermarkets and coffee shops around. Excellent transport accessibility: tram station Invalidovna and metro
station Invalidovna (line B) are within walking distance from the residential complex. Available now. Price:
18.000 CZK + 2.000 utilities + electricity It is also possible to rent a parking place for 2000 CZK Viewings are
also possible on weekends For more information about this property or to arrange the viewings, please
contact us or fill in the form below, we will be glad to help you!   Are you tired of looking for a suitable
apartment? We will create a personal selection for you. Work with us will also give you an access to the
apartments before they are placed on the Internet portals. Leave the request below, and our manager will
select suitable apartment offers & photos, based on your criteria. «Home Real Estate» has more than 650
satisfied clients since 2014

https://homerealestate.cz/en


ID 34645
Offer Rental
Group 1+kk
Furnished Furnished

Location Nekvasilova 569/25, 186 00 Praha 8-
Karlín, Česko

Ownership Personal
Usable area 35 m2

Parking Yes
City Prague
District Praha 8
City district Karlín
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